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PWR Series AC Power Source

Features:

Product Series

With the gradual improvement of the new energy market, power source interference test requirements are also increasing, which requires that the 
power source not only has the characteristics of harmonics and grid interference simulation, but also meets specific test specifications and IEC 
standard. The PWR series AC power source is gradually replacing the traditional power source, becoming the best choice for engineers to test.
The PWR series AC power source is a high-performance test power source. Based on the unique 10kHz frequency conversion feature, it can 
easily simulate any combination of waveforms. Either the simulation of voltage and frequency’s gradual change waveforms or the interference 
simulation on test circuits can be easily performed. With a convenient and easy-to-use software platform, engineers can also conduct in-depth 
analysis for products based on the IEC61000-4 series standards to maximize the characteristics of AC power source interference simulation.

The PWR1000L and PWR2000W AC power sources are pioneers for ZLG ZHIYUAN Electronics to enter the power supply field. Its powerful 
performance will make it become an important landmark product in the new energy field. ZLG ZHIYUAN Electronics will continue to introduce new 
product series and models. High-power AC power sources (30kVA, 60kVA, and 90kVA), high-voltage DC power sources (1500V) with industrial 
characteristics, and high-power bidirectional DC power sources will also be listed one after another. These power sources will form a complete 
ecosystem for testing in the new energy industry.

• Output voltage range: 0~150Vrms/0~300Vrms.
• Output mode: DC, AC, DC+AC.
• Comprehensive protection function: OV, OC, OP, OT.
• Arbitrary waveform output.
• Auxiliary I/O control function. 
• Output parameters measurement: current, voltage and 
power measurement as well as harmonics analysis.

• IEC61000-4 standard analysis.
• 4.3 inch LCD, simple user interface for easy and intuitive operation.
• Good operability: rich and fast function keys.
• Synchronous interface, support for multi-machine parallel output.
• Standard RS232, USB, Ethernet and GPIB interfaces for quick and easy  
connection to PC.
• Equipped with PC software for remote control.
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Extreme Interference Simulation
Enables Simulation for Arbitrary Waveform Combinations

Output Regular Change Waveforms of Voltage and Frequency

Outputting arbitrary waveform combinations is a representative function of the signal generator, and now the PWR series AC power sources can 
do it. Like the signal generator, the PWR series AC power source can number the edited waveforms, call them sequentially, and finally realize 
automatic operation.
Furthermore, the PWR series AC power source also supports the loading of waveform data saved by power analyzers, oscilloscopes and other 
testing instruments, so as to truly restore the abnormal interference signals during on-site testing, which is essentially different from the traditional 
power sources’ function of calling waveforms and then amplifying outputs. It is a significant breakthrough for the power supply to load arbitrary 
waveform combination signal technology.

Engineers often need to do repeat and fixed interference tests during product testing. The PWR series AC power source can increase voltage 
or changes frequency in three output modes. With a rich waveform library, it can easily simulate any abnormal power supply surroundings. For 
example, it can simulate complex power grid boost, buck and other abnormal interferences. Only if the automated interference simulation tests 
are required, the PWR series AC power source can be used.
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High-performance IEC Standard Analysis
In an actual power supply environment, the supply voltages may drop temporarily or even be interrupted for a short period due to a fault of power 
facilities or a sudden change in load, which will affect the operation of the equipment powered by AC power source. This requires the AC power 
source to be able to test the equipment in accordance with the relevant standards in IEC61000-4 to ensure that the equipment can operate 
normally or recover under abnormal power supply conditions.

PWRController Software
The PWR series AC power source comes with the PWRControl software. Users can not only use the power output directly, but also use the 
software for real-time control. The waveform library plug-in makes the power source more powerful. It is combined with the graphical interface to 
enable more simple and practical user programming operations. 

Standard National 
Standard (GB)

 Test Name

IEC61000-4-11 GB/T17626.11 voltage sudden drop, short power outage, 
voltage change

IEC61000-4-13 GB/T17626.13

Combined harmonics (peak clipping curve）

Combined harmonics (over swing curve)

Frequency sweep 

Individual harmonics 

Fractional harmonics

Meister curve

IEC61000-4-14 GB/T17626.14 Voltage fluctuation

IEC61000-4-27 GB/T17626.27 unbalance

IEC61000-4-28 GB/T17626.28 Power frequency fluctuation

IEC61000-4-29 GB/T17626.29 DC voltage sudden drop, short power outage, 
voltage change

IEC61000-4-34 GB/T17626.34 Voltage sudden drop, short power outage, 
voltage change

Other tests
Voltage sudden change (variable phase) 

Arbitrary waveform
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Applications
Routine Tests
The PWR series AC power source can output in AC, DC and AC+DC modes, which can meet almost all routine normal test requirements used by 
engineers, such as ordinary routine tests, characteristic tests, and DC tests.

Limiting Testing
The PWR series AC power source supports comprehensive protection features (OV, OC, OP and OT). The AC power source will start self-
protection function when the setting range is exceeded; and it will also cut off the circuit to protect the tested equipment in case of failure. In 
addition, the limiter is introduced to effectively protect the power source from damage caused by the short circuit of the equipment under test. 
These features ensure that the PWR series AC power source can easily meet the various limiting test applications.
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Built-in High-precision Power Testing and Harmonics Analyzing Function
High-precision power measurement is an equally important feature among inherent power source characteristics. The PWR series AC power 
source uses a high-precision measurement circuit and can accurately measures its own output parameters, including voltage, current, output 
frequency, active power, harmonics, and so on. In addition, the results of voltage and current harmonics measurement can be displayed in the 
form of lists or histograms, and the measurement can be taken up to the 99th harmonic. The high-precision harmonics analysis function can help 
engineers quickly locate the fault in the complicated testing work.

Available for System Integration
Since the PWR series AC power source may be used in the system as a built-in power source, it is equipped with external control I/O 
interface in addition to USB, RS-232 and GPIB interfaces. Through this interface, the power source can be not only remotely controlled via the 
communication interface, but also controlled by PLCs or contact switches. Therefore, the function control and status detection of power source 
can be performed more flexibly, which enables the power source to be most suitable for various ATE embedded power sources used in R&D and 
production lines.
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Specifications
Specifications PWR1000L PWR2000W

Maximum output power (VA) 1000VA 2000VA
Type Linear power supply Switching power supply

AC Output

Voltage (rms) AC L output position 0~150V L output position 0~150V
H output position 0~300V H output position 0~300V

Current (rms) AC L output position 10A L output position 20A
H output position 5A H output position 10A

Phase Single-phase Single-phase
Maximum repeatable peak current (peak) Maximum current (rms) x3 Maximum current (rms) x3
Load power factor 0-1 (leading or lagging) 0-1 (leading or lagging)
Output frequency 0.1Hz~10kHz 1Hz~1kHz

Load regulation 0-100% restrictive load 0.2% FS（≤ 1kHz） 0.5% FS（0.2%+0.05% /kHz）F.S.（1kHz~10kHz）
Linear regulation 10% Line 0.1% F.S. 0.1% F.S.
DC offset <20mV <20mV

Harmonics distortion (THD)
0.2%（1~500Hz） 0.5%（1~500Hz）
0.3%（>500Hz~1kHz） 1%（>500Hz~1kHz）
1%+0.2%/kHz（>1kHz~10kHz）

Output resolution

Voltage 100mV 100mV

Frequency
0.01Hz（0.1Hz~100Hz） 0.01Hz（0.1Hz~100Hz）
0.1Hz（>100~1kHz） 0.1Hz（>100~1kHz）
1Hz（>1kHz~10kHz）

Phase 0.1° 0.1°

Accuracy 
@23~±5°C

Voltage(Output % + offset) 0.3% + 0.6V（≤ 1kHz） 0.3% + 0.6V0.3% + 0.6V+0.2%/kHz（>1kHz~10kHz）
Frequency(Output % + offset) 0.01% +0.01Hz 0.01% +0.01Hz
Phase(±) 1° 1°

Response time 60uS 150uS
AC+DC/DC Output

Voltage(rms)
DC L output position 0~212V L output position 0~212V

H output position 0~424V H output position 0~424V

AC+DC L output position 0~150V L output position 0~150V
H output position 0~300V H output position 0~300V

Maximum current(rms) AC+DC/DC L output position 7A L output position 10A
H output position 3.5A H output position 5A

Load regulation 0~100% 0.2% F.S. 0.2% F.S.
Linear regulation 10% Line 0.1% F.S. 0.1% F.S.
Output resolution Voltage 100mV 100mV
Accuracy@23~±5°C Voltage(Output % + offset) 0.05% + 0.1V 0.05% + 0.1V
Ripple(rms) 5Hz-1MHz <300mVRMS <300mVRMS

Protection characteristics

Protection Overload OV\OC\OP OV\OC\OP
Over temperature OT OT

Measurement characteristics

Voltage Range AC:0~300Vrms，DC:0~440Vdc AC:0~300Vrms，DC:0~440Vdc
Resolution 0.01V 0.01V

Current Range AC:0~10Arms；peak:4×rms AC:0~20Arms；peak:4×rms
Resolution 0.01A 0.01A

Power Range AC:0~1000VA AC:0~2000VA
Resolution 0.1VA 0.1VA

Measurement accuracy
@23℃ ±5℃

Voltage(Output % + range %)
0.2%+0.2%F.S.（≤ 1kHz）

0.2%+0.2%F.S. 0.2%+0.2%F.S. + 0.2%/kHz（>1kHz~10kHz）

Current(Output % + range %)
0.4%+0.3%F.S.（≤ 500Hz） 0.4%+0.3%F.S.（≤ 500Hz）
0.4%+0.3%F.S.+0.5%/kHz（>500Hz~10kHz） 0.4%+0.3%F.S.+0.5%/kHz（>500Hz~1kHz）

Power(Output % + range %)
0.4%+0.4%F.S（≤ 500Hz） 0.4%+0.4%F.S（≤ 500Hz）
0.4%+0.4%F.S.+0.5%/kHz（>500Hz~10kHz） 0.4%+0.4%F.S.+0.5%/kHz（>500Hz~1kHz）

Frequency accuracy
(Output% + offset) 0.1%+0.01Hz 0.1%+0.01Hz

Harmonics measurement 
accuracy

Voltage accuracy
(Output% + offset) 0.5%+0.2%F.S.+0.2%/kHz 0.5%+0.2%F.S.+0.2%/kHz

Current accuracy
(Output% + offset) 0.5%+0.4%F.S.+0.2%/kHz 0.5%+0.4%F.S.+0.2%/kHz

Fundamental wave frequency 
range 15-1000Hz 15-1000Hz

Harmonic order

Fundamental wave frequen-
cy: 10~150Hz 0~99 Fundamental wave frequency:  

10~150Hz 0~99

Fundamental wave: 
150Hz~500Hz 0~63 Fundamental wave: 

150Hz~500Hz 0~63

Fundamental wave: 
500~1000Hz 0~34 Fundamental wave: 

500~1000Hz 0~34

Routine characteristics
Input voltage 100~240Vac±10%，L-N，Single phase 100~240Vac±10%，L-N，Single phase
Frequency 47~63Hz 47~63Hz
Maximum current(rms) Max20A Max20A
Power factor 0.97(Typical value) 0.97(Typical value)
Efficiency >56% , resistive load (full load) >75%, resistive load (full load)
Operating temperature 0~40℃ 0~40℃
Storage temperature -10~60℃ -10~60℃

Operating environment 20%~80% R.H.，No condensation. Alti-
tude<2000m. indoor use.

20%~80% R.H.，No condensation. Alti-
tude<2000m. indoor use.

Dimensions1（H×W×D） 3U，132.8×425×585mm 3U，132.8×425×585mm
Weight About 27kg About 27kg

Notes: 1. Shell dimensions (not overall dimensions).



Interface

Ordering Information
Model Phase Voltage range Power Output frequency Type

PWR1000L Single-phase 0~150V/150~300V 1kVA 0.1Hz~10kHz Linear power supply

PWR2000W Single-phase 0~150V/150~300V 2kVA 1Hz~1kHz Switching power supply
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